Abstract: This study applied a facile and green approach to synthesize a stable graphene aqueous dispersion, and the graphene aqueous dispersion was employed to modify the renewable, compatible and biodegradable soy-protein-isolated (SPI) films to enhance their thermal stability, mechanical properties and water resistance. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images confirmed the monolayer structure of graphene. The hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions between graphene and the SPI molecules were showed with the attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR FT-IR) spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction (XRD). As expected, compared to the pure SPI film, the tensile strength (TS) of the film with 74% graphene increased by 27.22% and the total soluble matter (TSM) of the film with 93% graphene decreased by 11.30%.
Introduction
Nowadays, with the increased awareness of sustainable development and environmental protection, interest has risen in developing biopolymer films as an environment friendly and renewable alternative to petroleum-based materials [1] . These films are mainly from natural polymers, such as protein, lipid biopolymer and cellulose, which offer the advantages of sustainability, biodegradability and biocompatibility [2] .
Among the biopolymer studies, soy protein isolate (SPI), a common by-product of the edible oil industry, showed a wide range of potential applications in drug delivery, packaging and mulching fields due to its low cost, abundance, biocompatibility, sustainability and film-forming capacity [3] [4] [5] . However, the drawbacks of SPI films, such as poor mechanical strength and high water sensitivity have limited their applications [6, 7] . Therefore, many efforts have been made to enhance their performance via physical methods, enzymatic treatments and chemical cross-linking approaches [8] .
Recently, graphene has attracted increasing interest as an emerging functional material. Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) crystalline monolayer sheet, with sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice [9] [10] [11] . The outstanding thermal, mechanical, electrical and hydrophobic properties offered broad applications in biomedicine, reinforced composites, catalytic, conductive materials, and energy resources [9, 10, 12, 13] . The reported methods of synthesizing graphene were mainly exfoliation, epitaxial growth, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [14] [15] [16] . However, these methods have the disadvantages of toxicity, a lack of compatibility and the forming of additional defects. Therefore, a facile and green approach for preparing stable graphene aqueous dispersion was required.
Inspired by the excellent hydrophobic and mechanical properties of graphene, Wang et al., synthesized graphene-reinforced poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) composite films [17] . The results showed that the tensile strength increased by 212% and elongation increased by 34% with only 0.5 wt % graphene content. The water absorption ratio of graphene-PVA composite films decreased from 105.2 to 48.8%. Jiang et al. explained that the enhanced performance was due to the hydrogen bonds between the PVA and the graphene molecules [18] . The graphene-nylon nanocomposites also exhibited obvious improvements in mechanical properties and water resistance with very low filler loading [19] . Zhang et al. fabricated ultra-strong, ultra-tough, and highly conductive rGO (reduced graphene oxide) films based on the hydrogel casting technique, demonstrating high performance through the synergistic effect from π-π interactions and hydrogen bonds [20] . These previous studies indicated that graphene can achieve better enhancement effects due to the interactions between graphene and the polymer matrix.
In this study, we compounded series of graphene with different ultrasonic time via a facile method, and prepared renewable and environment friendly SPI-graphene composite films. The hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions between the SPI and graphene molecules improved the mechanical properties, thermal stability and water resistance of the resultant composite films. This advanced performance provides SPI-graphene films wide potential application in drug delivery, packaging and the food industry.
Materials and Methods

Materials
SPI with a protein content of 95% was purchased from Yuwang Ecological Food Industry Co., Ltd. (Yucheng, China). Graphite powder was provided by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Bovine serum albumin of biotechnology grade was obtained from Beijing Labest Bio Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). Glycerol (99% purity) of biotechnology grade, sodium hydroxide of analytical grade and other chemical reactants of analytical grade were purchased from Beijing Chemical Reagents (Beijing, China).
Synthesis of Aqueous Graphene Dispersion
50.0 mg of bovine serum albumin (BSA) powder was mixed with 900 mL of deionized water at 50 • C and stirred for 12 h. The pH of the aqueous BSA solution was adjusted to 3.6 with dilute HCl solution. Then 1 g graphite power were dispersed in 600 mL of the aqueous BSA solution. The mixture was probe-sonicated and stirred for 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 h. The product was allowed to stand for 24 h at room temperature to settle some of the unreacted graphite particles and large graphene aggregates. It was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 min to separate the supernatant from the sediment. The concentration of aqueous graphene dispersion was calculated from the Beer-Lambert law with the extinction coefficient of graphene (α = 1390 mL·mg −1 ·m −1 ) previously determined [21] at the wavelength of the highest absorbance peak (269 nm) in ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra.
Prepare of Graphene-SPI Films
The SPI film-forming solutions were prepared by SPI (4.0 g), glycerol (2.0 g), graphene aqueous dispersion and deionized water. The pH of the mixture was adjusted to 9.0 ± 0.1 with sodium hydroxide solution, then heated in a water bath at 85 • C for 30 min. The solution (75.0 g) was poured onto a Teflon-coated plate after removing bubbles by ultrasound treatment. The films were dried in drying oven at 45 • C for 24 h, and preconditioned at the relative humidity of 50 ± 2% and temperature of 25 ± 2 • C for 48 h before testing. The composition parts of the films were presented in Table 1 . The graphene content was calculated by the proportion of graphene aqueous dispersion in the entire solution system, and applied to the whole experiment. 
Characterization of Graphene Aqueous Dispersion and SPI-Graphene Films
The TU-1901 ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer (UV-vis, Beijing Purkinje General, Beijing, China) was used to record the absorption spectra of aqueous graphene within the range of 250-400 nm.
The morphology of graphene was observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Multimode 8, Billerica, MA, USA). The topographic (height) and phase images were collected in the tapping mode using a monolithic Si tip with a resonance frequency between 250 and 300 kHz.
The surface morphology of the graphene-SPI films was observed using the SU8010 field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) with an acceleration voltage of 5 kV.
The chemical structure of the graphene-SPI films was examined according to the Nicolet 6700 attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR FT-IR, Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) with a wave number range from 650 to 4000 cm −1 . A total of 32 scans were performed at 4 cm −1 resolution.
Samples were dried at 45 • C for 24 h before testing. The thermal stability of the graphene-SPI films was measured using the Q50 thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) analyzer (TA Instrument, New Castle, DE, USA) with a rate of 10 • C·min −1 . The temperature ranged from 30 to 600 • C under a nitrogen atmosphere (100 mL·min −1 ) to avoid thermo-oxidative reactions.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were observed by the D8 advance diffractometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source. The 2θ value was ranged from 5 • to 60 • in continuous scanning mode with an increment of 0.02 • .
The surface hydrophilicity of the graphene-SPI films was investigated using the water contact angles (WCA, OCA-20 Dataphysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany). A sessile droplet (3 µL, measured by microsyringe) of distilled water was dropped onto the surface of the films. The angles of both sides were recorded at an interval from 0.1 to 180 s. Five replicates were conducted for each specimen.
Mechanical Properties
Each sample was cut into 10 × 80 mm pieces and the thickness of the film was measured with a digital micrometer (0-25 ± 0.001 mm) before testing. The mechanical properties were determined on the tensile testing machine (WDW3020, Changchun Kexin Instrument Co., Ltd., Changchun, China) according to ISO527-3:1995 (E). The tensile strength (TS), elongation at break (EB) and Young's modulus (E) were determined by five replicates of each film.
Water Barrier Properties
Three specimens (20 × 20 mm 2 ) of each film were tested to determine the moisture content (MC), total solution matter (TSM) and water uptake (WU).
The initial mass (m a ) was determined. The specimens were dried in an air-circulating oven at 103 ± 2 • C for 24 h and weighed again (m b ). MC was calculated as follows:
Afterward, specimens were immersed in a breaker containing 30 mL of deionized water for 24 h at room temperature. Sodium azide was also added to the breaker to inhibit microbial growth.
The insoluble matter was separated and dried in an air-circulating oven at 103 ± 2 • C for 24 h again. The mass of the specimens was marked as m c . TSM was calculated as follows:
The specimens were firstly stored in P 2 O 5 -regulated desiccators (0% relative humidity) for 48 h, and the initial mass was weighed as m d . The films were immersed in a breaker with 30 mL of deionized water at room temperature for 24 h. Then the water was moved and the mass of specimens were weighted as m e . WU was calculated as follows:
Results
Characterization of Graphene Aqueous Dispersion
UV-vis spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of graphene. Figure 1 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of graphene with different ultrasonic times of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 h. The shapes of different spectra were similar, except the ultrasonic time of 30 h, which may due to the excessive ultraviolet terminal absorption. Graphene has a broad absorption spectrum of 269 nm −1 [22, 23] . The highest absorbance peak appeared when the ultrasonic time was 24 h and the graphene concentration was 0.049 mg/mL calculated by the Beer-Lambert law. An obvious blue shift occurred with the increase of the ultrasonic time. It demonstrated that the graphene was prepared successfully.
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Results
Characterization of Graphene Aqueous Dispersion
UV-vis spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of graphene. Figure 1 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of graphene with different ultrasonic times of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 h. The shapes of different spectra were similar, except the ultrasonic time of 30 h, which may due to the excessive ultraviolet terminal absorption. Graphene has a broad absorption spectrum of 269 nm −1 [22, 23] . The highest absorbance peak appeared when the ultrasonic time was 24 h and the graphene concentration was 0.049 mg/mL calculated by the Beer-Lambert law. An obvious blue shift occurred with the increase of the ultrasonic time. It demonstrated that the graphene was prepared successfully. The stripped graphene aqueous dispersion (1 mL) was obtained, then diluted five times directly before investigated the surface morphology of the graphene by AFM. The 2D morphologies and height images are shown in Figure 2 . It was obvious that the 2D morphologies exhibitd the shape of monolayer in Figure 2a ,c [24] , and the white spherical structure was BSA. The height images indicated that the thickness of the graphene layer was about 1 nm in Figure 2b ,d. These results demonstrated that the graphene was prepared successfully, which was consistent with the results of the UV-vis. The stripped graphene aqueous dispersion (1 mL) was obtained, then diluted five times directly before investigated the surface morphology of the graphene by AFM. The 2D morphologies and height images are shown in Figure 2 . It was obvious that the 2D morphologies exhibitd the shape of monolayer in Figure 2a ,c [24] , and the white spherical structure was BSA. The height images indicated that the thickness of the graphene layer was about 1 nm in Figure 2b ,d. These results demonstrated that the graphene was prepared successfully, which was consistent with the results of the UV-vis. 
Structural Analysis of SPI-Based Films
ATR FT-IR was used to investigate the structural characteristics of the SPI-based films ( Figure  3) . These spectra showed similar absorption peaks in the range of 4000 to 600 cm −1 . The increasing intensity of the broad absorption band at 3274 cm −1 was attributed to the O-H stretching in the SPI films [6] . The peaks at 2930 cm −1 were the stretching vibrations of the methylene groups [25] . Among all the SPI-based films, the peaks at 1628, 1538, 1235 cm −1 were the main characteristic amide bonds of amide І (C=O stretching), amide ІІ (N-H bending), and amide ІІІ (C-N and N-H stretching), respectively [26, 27] . The band at 1038 cm −1 corresponded to the hydrogen bond between SPI and the graphene molecules. Based on the above analysis, we concluded that the interactions between SPI and the graphene molecules were mainly due to the hydrogen bonds, and the π-π interactions also provided a possibility for the modification of SPI molecules.
The structure of SPI-based films was observed by XRD ( Figure 4) . Clearly, the XRD patterns of these SPI-based films were similar. The two wide diffraction peaks at 2θ = 9.1° and 20° belonged to the SPI secondary conformation-α-helix and β-sheet, respectively. Furthermore, the intensity of the peaks at 2θ = 9.1° and 20° were decreased due to the increased amount of graphene [11] . The result indicated that the addition of graphene transformed the conformation of the soy protein molecules and destroyed the regular arrangement of the SPI molecular chains. The diffraction peak at 2θ = 26.4° corresponded to graphene, which showed good compatibility between graphene and the SPI matrix. 
ATR FT-IR was used to investigate the structural characteristics of the SPI-based films (Figure 3) . These spectra showed similar absorption peaks in the range of 4000 to 600 cm −1 . The increasing intensity of the broad absorption band at 3274 cm −1 was attributed to the O-H stretching in the SPI films [6] . The peaks at 2930 cm −1 were the stretching vibrations of the methylene groups [25] . Among all the SPI-based films, the peaks at 1628, 1538, 1235 cm −1 were the main characteristic amide bonds of amide I (C=O stretching), amide II (N-H bending), and amide III (C-N and N-H stretching), respectively [26, 27] . The band at 1038 cm −1 corresponded to the hydrogen bond between SPI and the graphene molecules. Based on the above analysis, we concluded that the interactions between SPI and the graphene molecules were mainly due to the hydrogen bonds, and the π-π interactions also provided a possibility for the modification of SPI molecules.
The structure of SPI-based films was observed by XRD ( Figure 4) . Clearly, the XRD patterns of these SPI-based films were similar. The two wide diffraction peaks at 2θ = 9.1 • and 20 • belonged to the SPI secondary conformation-α-helix and β-sheet, respectively. Furthermore, the intensity of the peaks at 2θ = 9.1 • and 20 • were decreased due to the increased amount of graphene [11] . The result indicated that the addition of graphene transformed the conformation of the soy protein molecules and destroyed the regular arrangement of the SPI molecular chains. The diffraction peak at 2θ = 26.4 • corresponded to graphene, which showed good compatibility between graphene and the SPI matrix. 
Micromorphology of SPI-Based Films
The surface morphology of graphene-SPI films was observed by SEM ( Figure 5 ). Obviously, Figure 5a -d shows the surface morphology with straight line-like shapes on the modified SPI-based films, compared with the smoother surface of the pure SPI film in Figure 5f [28] . The results indicated that graphene was completely compatible with the SPI matrix, and that the introduction of the graphene changed the crystal structures of the SPI molecules and increased the regularity of the molecules' arrangement. 
Thermal Stability of SPI-Based Films
The thermal properties of these SPI-based films were investigated by thermos-gravimetric (TG) and derivative TG (DTG) analysis, as shown in Figure 6 . The thermal degradation data were summarized in Table 2 . The initial degradation stage from 40 to 100 °C was the dehydration reaction. The second stage from 100 to 250 °C was the degradation of glycerol. The last stage from 250 to 400 °C was mainly related to the breaking of the hydrogen bond and the degradation of backbone peptides [29] [30] [31] . The addition of graphene improved the maximum degradation temperature. Compared to the pure SPI film (F), the temperature at the maximal degradation rate (Tmax1,2) of sample B (with 74% graphene content) increased from 151 to 195 °C, and from 293 to 309 °C. Overall, the improved thermal stability was attributed to the hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions between graphene and the SPI matrix. However, the excessive content of graphene may have strengthened the π-π interactions between graphene molecules, thereby weakening the interactions between the graphene and the SPI molecules. 
The thermal properties of these SPI-based films were investigated by thermos-gravimetric (TG) and derivative TG (DTG) analysis, as shown in Figure 6 . The thermal degradation data were summarized in Table 2 . The initial degradation stage from 40 to 100 • C was the dehydration reaction. The second stage from 100 to 250 • C was the degradation of glycerol. The last stage from 250 to 400 • C was mainly related to the breaking of the hydrogen bond and the degradation of backbone peptides [29] [30] [31] . The addition of graphene improved the maximum degradation temperature. Compared to the pure SPI film (F), the temperature at the maximal degradation rate (T max1,2 ) of sample B (with 74% graphene content) increased from 151 to 195 • C, and from 293 to 309 • C. Overall, the improved thermal stability was attributed to the hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions between graphene and the SPI matrix. However, the excessive content of graphene may have strengthened the π-π interactions between graphene molecules, thereby weakening the interactions between the graphene and the SPI molecules. 
Mechanical Properties and Water Resistance
The results of tensile strength (TS), Young's modulus (E) and elongation at break (EB) of SPI-based films are shown in Figure 7 and Table 3 . The stress-strain curves in Figure 7 show that the SPI-based films experienced stretching deformation and fracture failure after the application of a certain amount of load. The addition of graphene improved the TS and E, while reducing the EB. Compared to the pure SPI film, the TS of sample B (with 74% graphene content) increased from 4.74 to 6.03 Mpa, accounting for the increase of 27.22%. The results may be attributed to the deformation of SPI molecule chains. Graphene was distributed in the SPI matrix in the form of a single layer, which enhanced interaction and prevented slipping [32] [33] [34] . However, the excessive introduction of graphene may have strengthened the π-π interactions between graphene molecules, thereby weakening the interaction between the graphene and the SPI molecules. 
The results of tensile strength (TS), Young's modulus (E) and elongation at break (EB) of SPI-based films are shown in Figure 7 and Table 3 . The stress-strain curves in Figure 7 show that the SPI-based films experienced stretching deformation and fracture failure after the application of a certain amount of load. The addition of graphene improved the TS and E, while reducing the EB. Compared to the pure SPI film, the TS of sample B (with 74% graphene content) increased from 4.74 to 6.03 Mpa, accounting for the increase of 27.22%. The results may be attributed to the deformation of SPI molecule chains. Graphene was distributed in the SPI matrix in the form of a single layer, which enhanced interaction and prevented slipping [32] [33] [34] . However, the excessive introduction of graphene may have strengthened the π-π interactions between graphene molecules, thereby weakening the interaction between the graphene and the SPI molecules. The water contact angles of SPI-based films are shown in Figure 8 , indicating the surface hydrophobia of the SPI-based films. As can be seen, compared to the pure SPI film (F), the contact angle of the modified SPI films increased obviously, which may be interpreted as the interaction between graphene and the SPI molecules exposed more hydrophobic groups, thereby exhibiting improved surface hydrophobic properties [4, 35] .
Polymers 2017, 9, 312 9 of 11 The water contact angles of SPI-based films are shown in Figure 8 , indicating the surface hydrophobia of the SPI-based films. As can be seen, compared to the pure SPI film (F), the contact angle of the modified SPI films increased obviously, which may be interpreted as the interaction between graphene and the SPI molecules exposed more hydrophobic groups, thereby exhibiting improved surface hydrophobic properties [4, 35] . Table 4 showed the moisture content (MC), total soluble matter (TSM) and water uptake (WU) of the six groups of SPI-based film samples. The introduction of graphene did not result in significant changes in the MC result. The addition of graphene decreased the TSM and WU, but the WU trend was not obvious. Compared to the pure SPI film, the TSM of sample A (with 93% graphene content) decreased by 11.30%. The results may be accounted as the outstanding compatibility and strong interactions between graphene and the SPI matrix, which exposed more hydrophobic groups, thereby exhibiting improved surface hydrophobic properties [36] [37] [38] . Table 4 showed the moisture content (MC), total soluble matter (TSM) and water uptake (WU) of the six groups of SPI-based film samples. The introduction of graphene did not result in significant changes in the MC result. The addition of graphene decreased the TSM and WU, but the WU trend was not obvious. Compared to the pure SPI film, the TSM of sample A (with 93% graphene content) decreased by 11.30%. The results may be accounted as the outstanding compatibility and strong interactions between graphene and the SPI matrix, which exposed more hydrophobic groups, thereby exhibiting improved surface hydrophobic properties [36] [37] [38] . 
Conclusions
In the study, we synthesized graphene aqueous dispersion via a simple and green method successfully. Composite SPI-graphene films with enhanced thermal stability, mechanical properties and water resistance were prepared. When preparing the graphene aqueous dispersion, the best ultrasonic time was 24 h. Compared to the pure SPI film, the TS of sample B (with 74% graphene content) increased by 27.22%. Water resistance and thermal abilities were also improved due to the addition of graphene. This improved performance may be due to the hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions between graphene and the SPI matrix, which were confirmed by the ATR FT-IR and XRD. Overall, this research indicated that SPI-graphene composite films have potential applications in drug delivery, packaging and mulching.
